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Update parameters of the Create issue link Function for this transition.

Update parameters of the Create issue link Function for this transition.

Issues at source end: 
This parameter sets issues at the

source end of the issue links that will

be created.

 Current issue 
Current issue will be linked to destination issues.

 Issues in
field 
Issues in field will be

linked to destination

issues.

 

Selected field is expected to contain a comma or blank separated list of issue keys, e.g., "CRM-1, CRM-2, CRM-3" or "CRM-1 CRM-2

CRM-3".

 Issues
returned by JQL 
Issues returned by

JQL query will be

linked to destination

issues.

Field code injector: 

 - Field codes with format %{nnnnn} may be inserted in the JQL Query, and will be replaced with field values at runtime. Most times it's
a good idea to write field codes between double quotes (e.g. "%{00001}"), since field values may contain blank spaces that will
produce JQL parsing errors at runtime. 
 - Cascading Select fields and Multi-level Cascading Select fields specific levels can be referenced with %{nnnnn.0} for parent
level, %{nnnnn.1} for child level, etc.

Issue link type: 
This parameter sets the issue link type

of the issue links that will be created.

 is blocked by 
 blocks 
 is cloned by 
 clones 
 is duplicated by 
 duplicates 
 is caused by 
 causes 
 relates to 
 relates to 

Issue Link Direction: source_end_issues issue link type destination_end_issues 

Example: source_end_issue is blocked by destination_end_issue

Issues at destination end: 
This parameter sets issues at the

destination end of the issue links that

will be created.

 Issues in
field 
Issues in field will be

linked to source

issues.

 

Field is expected to contain a comma or blank separated list of issues keys, e.g., "CRM-1, CRM-2, CRM-3" or "CRM-1 CRM-2 CRM-3".

 Issues
returned by JQL 
Issues returned by

JQL query will be

linked to source

issues.

Field code injector: 

 - Field codes with format %{nnnnn} may be inserted in the JQL Query, and will be replaced with field values at runtime. Most times it's
a good idea to write field codes between double quotes (e.g. "%{00001}"), since field values may contain blank spaces that will
produce JQL parsing errors at runtime. 
 - Cascading Select fields and Multi-level Cascading Select fields specific levels can be referenced with %{nnnnn.0} for parent
level, %{nnnnn.1} for child level, etc.



Summary - [Text]

Summary - [Text] - %{00000}

Summary - [Text]

Summary - [Text] - %{00000}

project = "Pricing Desk Portal 2.0" and "Loan Number" ~ %{10179} and issue != "%
{00015}"

1

1

2

https://jira.newpennfinancial.com/plugins/servlet/applications/versions-licenses
https://jira.newpennfinancial.com/secure/project/ViewProjects.jspa
https://jira.newpennfinancial.com/secure/admin/ViewIssueTypes.jspa
https://jira.newpennfinancial.com/plugins/servlet/upm/marketplace
https://jira.newpennfinancial.com/secure/admin/user/UserBrowser.jspa
https://jira.newpennfinancial.com/secure/admin/ViewApplicationProperties.jspa
https://bitbucket.org/fcarmario/jira-workflow-toolbox/wiki/post-functions/Create%20issue%20link
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Issue linking operation: 
This parameter sets which kind of issue

linking operation will be carried out.

 Each source issue will be linked to all destination issues. 
 Each source issue will be linked to one destination issue according to order of appearance. 

Conditional execution: 
Optional boolean expression that
should be satisfied in order to actually
execute the post-function. 
(Syntax Specification) Leave the field empty for executing the post-function unconditionally.           Collection of Examples

Logical connectives: and, or and not. Alternatively you can also use &, | and !. 

Comparison operators: =, !=, >, >=, < and <=. Operators in, not in, any in, none in, ~ and !~ can be used with strings, multi-valued fields and lists. 

Logical literals: true and false. Literal null is used with = and != to check whether a field is initialized, e.g. {00012} != null checks whether Due Date is

initialized.

String Field Code Injector: Numeric/Date Field Code Injector: 

Run as: 
Select the user that will be used to execute this feature. JIRA will apply restrictions according to the permissions, project roles and groups of the selected user.

User defined by a field.

 

Input a specific user.

Available Functions To Be Used In Your Expressions

Mathematical Calculation Show

Date-Time Calculation Show

String Format and Text Composition Show

Selectable Fields Show

Issue Selection (linked issues, subtasks, ...) and retrieving their Field Values Show

String Lists Management Show

Number Lists Management Show

Users, Groups and Project Roles Show

Versions management Show

Summary - [Text] - %{00000} Original estimate (minutes) - [Number] - {00068}

-- INPUT A SPECIFIC USER -- JiraADMIN

%{10100}!= ("General Question (PDP)")1

https://bitbucket.org/fcarmario/jira-workflow-toolbox/wiki/others/Parser
https://bitbucket.org/fcarmario/jira-workflow-toolbox/wiki/others/Boolean%20Expressions%20Examples
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Historic Field Values Show

Miscellanea Show

 Update  Cancel

https://jira.newpennfinancial.com/secure/admin/workflows/ViewWorkflowTransition.jspa?atl_token=BSSR-W8RH-RTMK-2ANM%7C44493dafd2ff291716c7f86320e4c0e3bb8f9a27%7Clin&workflowMode=live&workflowName=201708_PDP+Requests+Workflow&descriptorTab=postfunctions&workflowTransition=1

